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Background: Neural Machine Translation

Neural machine translation is the use of neural network models to learn a
statistical model for machine translation.

Encoder-Decoder Model: The model has the ability to encode the
source sentence into an internal fixed-length representation and then
decode into the target sentence.
Encoder-Decoder with Attention:

I Although effective, the Encoder-Decoder architecture has problems
with long sequences of text to be translated.

I The solution is the use of an attention mechanism that allows the
model to learn where to place attention on the input sequence as each
word of the output sequence is decoded.
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Background: Variational Autoencoders (VAE)

The VAE integrates inference models with neural language models
have been widely adopted on text generation.
The VAE is trained by maximizing the following lower bound of the
marginal log likelihood

log p(x) ≥ L(x ; θ, φ) = Eqφ(z |x)[log pθ(x |z)]− KL(qφ(z |x)‖p(z)).
(1)

VAE can suffer from posterior collapse where the model learns to
ignore the latent variable.
To avoid posterior collapse in VAE, KL-term annealing and dropping
out words during decoding are typically employed.
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Baseline: Variational Neural Machine Translation (VNMT)

VNMT adds a latent variable intended to represent the underlying
semantics of the source sentence.
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Generative Neural Machine Translation (GNMT)

GNMT shares the similar model architecture as VNMT with encoders,
underlying semantic representations and decoders.
Instead of modeling the conditional distribution of the target sentence
given the source sentence p(y|x), GNMT models the joint probability
p(x, y) by using a latent variable z as a language agnostic
representation of the sentence.

pθ(x, y, z) = p(z)pθ(x|z)pθ(y|z, x) (2)

z models the commonality between the source and target sentences,
which is the semantic meaning.
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VNMT vs. GNMT

Both models parameterize a Gaussian inference distribution
qφ(z|x, y) = N (µφ(x, y),Σφ(x, y)), which allows them to maximize the
following lower bounds on the log likelihood.

VNMT:

log p(y|x) ≥ Eqφ(z|x,y)[log pθ(y|z, x)]− KL(qφ(z|x, y)||pθ(z|x)) (3)

However, because the latent representation is dependent on the source
sentence, it does not serve a different purpose to the encoder.
GNMT:

log p(x, y) ≥ Eqφ(z|x,y)

[
log

pθ(x, y, z)
qφ(z|x, y)

]
= Eqφ(z|x,y) [log p(x, y|z)]−KL [qφ(z|x, y) || p(z)] (4)
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GNMT: Encoders

As per VNMT, for the functions µφ(x, y) and Σφ(x, y), the model first
encodes the source and target sentences using a bidirectional LSTM:

hinf,i
t =

←−−→
LSTM(hinf,i

t±1 , e(it)) where it =

{
xt if i = x

yt if i = y
(5)

Then hinf is obtained by concatenation and used to compute the mean
and variance of the Gaussian distribution:

hinf =

 1
Tx

Tx∑
t=1

hinf,x
t ,

1
Ty

Ty∑
t=1

hinf,y
t

 (6)

qφ(z|x, y) = N (Wµhinf , diag(exp(WΣhinf))) (7)
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GNMT: Decoders
To compute pθ(x|z),

p(xt = vx |x1, . . . , xt−1, z) ∝ exp((Wxhx
t ) · e(vx)), (8)

where hx
t is computed as:

hx
t = LSTM(hx

t−1, z, e(xt−1)) (9)

To compute pθ(y|x, z),
p(yt = vy |y1, . . . , yt−1, x, z) ∝ exp((Wyhy

t ) · e(vy )) (10)

where hy
t is computed as:

hy
t = LSTM(hy

t−1, z, e(yt−1), ct) (11)

ct =
Tx∑
s=1

αs,thx
s (12)

αs,t =
exp(Wα[hy

t−1,h
x
s ])∑Tx

r=1 exp(Wα[hy
t−1,hx

r ])
(13)
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GNMT: Multilingual Translation

GNMT-Multi can facilitate multilingual translation by adding two
categorical variables to GNMT, lx and ly (encoded as one-hot vectors),
which indicate what the source and target languages are respectively.
The forms of the neural networks in GNMT-Multi are identical to
those in GNMT, except that lx and ly are now concatenated with the
embeddings e(xt) and e(yt) respectively.
Semi supervised learning can be performed by simply setting lx and ly
to the same value, in which case the model must attempt to
reconstruct the input sentence, rather than translate it.
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Generating Translations

During translation generation, GNMT increases a lower bound on
log p(x, y) by iterating between an E-like step and an M-like step.

Algorithm 1 Generating translations

Make an initial ‘guess’ for the target sentence y.
while not converged do

E-like step: Sample {z(s)}Ss=1 from the variational distribution
qφ(z|x, y), where y is the latest setting of the target sentence.
M-like step: Choose the words in y to maximize 1

S

∑S
s=1 log p(z

(s)) +

log p(x|z(s)) + log pθ(y|z(s), x) using beam search.
end while
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Translating with Missing Words
The procedure is similar to Algorithm 1 by increasing a lower bound on
log p(xvis, xmiss, y).

Algorithm 2 Translating when there are missing words

Make an initial ‘guess’ for the target sentence y and the missing words in the
source sentence xmiss.
while not converged do

E-like step: Sample {z(s)}Ss=1 from the variational distribution qφ(z|x, y),
where x is the latest setting of the source sentence and y is the latest setting
of the target sentence.
M-like step (1): Choose the missing words in the source sentence xmiss to
maximize 1

S

∑S
s=1 log p(z

(s)) + log pθ(xvis, xmiss|z(s)) using beam search.
M-like step (2): Choose the words in y to maximize 1

S

∑S
s=1 log p(z

(s)) +

log p(x|z(s))+log pθ(y|z(s), x) using beam search, where x is the latest setting
of the source sentence.

end while
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Experiment: Translation

Table: Test set BLEU scores on pure translation for models trained with varying
amounts of paired sentences.

Paired
data

System EN→ES ES→EN EN→FR FR→EN ES→FR FR→ES

40K

VNMT 12.45 12.30 12.20 12.98 12.19 13.44
GNMT 13.55 12.84 12.47 13.84 13.26 14.95
GNMT-Multi 16.32 15.36 15.99 16.92 16.80 18.21
GNMT-Multi-SSL 23.44 22.25 20.88 20.99 22.65 24.51

400K

VNMT 33.27 31.96 27.71 27.69 28.76 31.22
GNMT 33.87 32.75 28.55 28.98 29.41 31.33
GNMT-Multi 40.08 38.56 35.55 37.28 36.31 38.68
GNMT-Multi-SSL 43.96 41.63 37.37 39.66 38.09 40.79

4M

VNMT 44.10 43.03 38.06 38.56 35.28 40.27
GNMT 44.52 43.83 37.97 38.44 35.96 40.55
GNMT-Multi 44.43 43.91 38.02 38.67 35.57 40.79
GNMT-Multi-SSL 45.94 45.08 39.41 40.69 38.97 42.05
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Experiment: Missing Word Translation

Table: Test set BLEU scores for missing word translation on 4M paired sentences.

System EN → ES ES → EN EN → FR FR → EN ES → FR FR → ES

VNMT 26.99 27.39 23.79 23.51 22.46 25.75
GNMT 33.23 33.46 29.84 28.27 29.83 33.09

Table: A randomly sampled test set missing word translation from English to Spanish. The
struck-through words in the source sentence are considered missing.

Source we look forward at this session to further measures to strengthen the beijing
declaration and platform for action.

Target esperamos que en este período de sesiones se adopten nuevas medidas para con-
solidar la declaración y la plataforma de acción de beijing.

VNMT consideramos que el período se refiere a las medidas de fortalecimiento de la
plataforma de acción de beijing.

GNMT esperamos con interés en este período de sesiones un examen de medidas para
fortalecer la declaración y la plataforma de acción de beijing.
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